Toolkit
Toolkit enables the use of multiple
carriers directly within your business
applications and provides access to
shipping functions throughout the
order management cycle.

Visibility

Scalability

Compliance

Integrate Shipping Functionality into Your Business Applications
Incorporate shipping functionality into new or existing business applications. Toolkit provides a straightforward means for supporting
shipping operations directly within enterprise, supply chain, and other business systems. A set of API-based development tools, Toolkit can
automate your shipping while working seamlessly within your enterprise system. It is designed to adjust to your business processes so
that you spend less time adapting to your shipping management and more time doing business. It is the ideal solution for developers and
integrators to incorporate shipping and rating functionality into enterprise, e-commerce, and supply chain management applications.
Toolkit is an API connecting developers and integrators to a powerful set of components for building comprehensive multi-carrier shipping
solutions. Toolkit provides a powerful and flexible technology base for building applications, and offers the flexibility to evolve with your
future business needs. It integrates to systems using industry-standard interfaces and provides users with tracking numbers, shipping
rates, and shipping labels, along with other documents required by package and freight carriers.
Toolkit enables the use of multiple carriers directly within your business applications and provides access to shipping functions throughout
the order management cycle. It works well for industries that require a full range of carrier services, from time or temperature-sensitive
shipping for the healthcare and high-tech industries to heavy freight needs of the industrial manufacturing industry.
ConnectShip | iShip’s patented technology for package and LTL shipment manifesting allows you to ship using major small package and LTL
carriers, and even a customizable carrier component. Toolkit can process shipments from more than 50 origin countries.
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ConnectShip | iShip Solution Comparison
Features

Toolkit Warehouse Merchant Toolkit Cloud PSS

DSS

API interface: Integrates to business software
or your custom application
Customizable functionality and integration
using scripting
Windows client application
Browser-based client
Standards-based web service interface available
Creates shipping labels and other documents
Submits electronic shipping information to
carriers
Quotes carrier-published rates or custom rates
Rates shipments with multiple carriers
Provides time-in-transit calculations
Produces custom labels and other documents
Custom carriers can be configured
Locally installed
Hosted in the cloud
Small package shipping with multiple carriers
LTL shipping
LTL shipment rating
Returns carrier tracking numbers
Provides shipment tracking
Allows for multiple shipping stations/locations
Processes moderate to high daily parcel shipments
Pay-as-you-go pricing available
Built in address book
HAZMAT support
International Shipping
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